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"PROPORTION AND COMPOSITION

IN ARCHITECTURE"

INTRODUCTION:
There exists today a surge of
old search

interest, or perhaps, a rekindling of

for proportion in architecture.

tedious analysis of

We know

the age

from their writings and the

their drawings that the architects of

the Renaissance applied

themselves to this problem, and there also exists evidence that consistent
of proportion were used extensively
designers.

in the more distant past by Greek and Gothic

According t o the Pythagorean doctrine, similar numbers and their mutual

relations, as well
sent the

as the simple geometric

innermost secret of

nature.

All

are made up o f geometric bui Iding blocks.

figures that obey

occurred by chance.
t h e same type o f
"good" design.

If their

Research

into the architecture of

use was the r e s u l t of

ships which occur are closely
If architects of

novel mathematical

is not the case.

intuition, one would expect

related to the mathematical

proportion,

t o fascinate new generations o f

in alI

periods of

The sort of mathematical

the past created new s t y l e s of

systems of

these

relationships which could not have

relationships to have appeared spontaneously
However, this

such measures, repre

e x i s t i n g things, complex as they may be,

periods shows continually recurring mathematical

period.

systems

knowledge of

relation

the particular

architecture based upon

i t seems obvious t h a t the subject continues

designers, particularly with our present day sophis-

tication of mathematical

With the variety
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knowledge.

of

speculation surrounding

there appears an attitude t h a t current
as to cancel each other out,
of

different proportional

telligible ratios;
obvious.

the Golden Section
that any

The
actually

attempt

is

is

view that

theories tell

I

to make our

popular

Investigators
of

theories on which

appear

e x p r e s s o n l y sma I I

according to a personal
superiority of

the

if

we

clue to good proportion,

here is that

view,

it

too
Although
is

seldom

its rivals.

these differences

are

research have approached

using different techniques,

to

in

be contradictory

and

the

because they

the t r u t h , usual l y that which becomes rational ized

preconception.

A

theory

Golden Section is d i f f i c u l t

the simple ratios of
can be overcome

elaborated

segments of

Supporters

ratios subtle and not

in this field of

the subject from very divergent points
they have

serious attention.

i t s merits with those of

am a t t e m p t i n g t o express

quite superficial.

so violently

use geometry, othertimes mathematics.

nowadays the most

made t o compare

proportion,

us on one hand t o use simple, easily

hand,

we are advised t o

of

theories contradict each other

leaving nothing worthy of

and, on the other

Sometimes

the investigation

musical

consonance

in

regard

the ratios

not as

to

which

insists on

satisfy a

theory

the same manner.
aesthetic ends

But,

the aesthetic
which treats
the

difficulty

in themselves,

but

as a l t e r n a t i v e means t o the same

This subject
widest general

end.
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i s a t one and the same time,

interest.

and metrology, music

I t overlaps with a

and morphology,

variety

anthropometry,

Although f o r many people these ramifications
subject,

we shall

portion as

It

visual

is, of

contain ourselves
architecturaI

course,

proportional

for

neither possible nor

situate various
the past

theories

have been firmly

cussing new theories,
steps by
portion

the human

body.

proceed very

ignore the realm of
Historical

chronological

long chapter

incorporated

in the

revoIutionary,

in the

and aesthetics.

insight

history of

far without

the

into pro

reference must

knowledge of
i t becomes

the use of

anthropometrics and

perspective.

which our previous knowledge was acquired.
is a

such as metaphysics

archaeology,

to a modest

the

desireable to avoid giving any attention

We c o u l d n o t

in proper

however

themes,

and of

form the most exciting aspect of

with this paper

instance, nor could we

coding of

of

technical,

control.

to various other considerations.
mathematics

both narrowly

its

also be made t o

The discoveries of

the present,

and

in dis

important to retrace the

After all,

architecture.

the theory of

pro

V i SUAL PROPORTION:
The
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f i r s t thing t o be made clear

proportion,

with the

relationships of

bly please the eye.
of

proportional

relationships

the basic

visual

lines and

The shape o f

are,

is inherent

the shapes

but also teI I
a country

known

in this sense,

is that of

facts about
It

which

of

right and

rectangular

is

the kind

important

is purely

us whether or not
school,

i t is dynamic;

perception,

rightness presents

is conceived as

a

to

a matter

and,

like

In other

objects

they are what

or even a picture

itself

struggle

wrong.

surfaces or

improve by stretching o r shrinking.

in the experience of

brium whi le wrongness
state of

firmly on

significant to the eye.

proportion

experiences

a castle,

contentedly or desire to

properties -

founded

objects which presuma

and other considerations which affect the shapes and sizes

not only as what they

tion

and sizes o f

shapes

visual

of

a design.

the subdivision of

to be.

the

which are

between visual

of pleasing the eye,

One of

are concerned here with only

This theory must be

distinguish clearly

the parts of

i s t h a t we

The
all

impress us

they

frame may
sense of

words,

ought
exist

propor

other perceptual

in a state of

to evolve out of

active equi I i -

an unpleasant

t e n s i o n.

The search for

proportional

harmony

demands

certain prerequisites.

It requires

clarity and

simplicity

q u i l i t y and proper
is at the root of

for the purpose of

functioning;
the

sense of

variety and
proportion,

can also be

expected to govern the

the brain.

To be sure,

well-proportioned human

One way o f

tension

a

piece of

pleasing effect of

tural

tran

Balance,

which

processes

dynamic tension

but
in

in a

vitality.

proportion

in architecture

in themselves.

is where the d i f f i c u l t y

proportion becomes a straightforward matter of

for

to explain motivation

art or the

assume that certain shapes are more pleasing t o the eye
admired shapes have been chosen - and t h i s

stimulation.

forces that organize

indicates stability and

explaining the

for

balance and unity

serves not only

physiological

the balance of
body

orientation;

is to

Once the

lies - architec

incorporating them as often as

possible.

We

find

in the Renaissance that

i t was commonly believed that the most

rectangles were those whose sides had the
consonance.
harmony of

This was an offshoot of
musical

intervals

the string and the

current day

knowledge of

sounds, established for a l l

the Pythagorean

is paralleled by

distance on

the

simple numerical

flute.

time

musical

discovery that the perceived

simple numerical

This discovery,

simple relations

relationships of

beautiful

ratios of

spacial

made more reputable by

between wave

frequencies of

t o come, the conviction that

harmony

our

musical

depended

upon spatial measure,
his studies
he speaks

(see figure I)

in proportion by

pointing out

i n the same Pythagorean mood

architects to study
past, the sap

the theory

of mathematics

architect and a painter;

More recently
ratio of

When Le Corbusier
that he

t h a t made

of musical

has

i t

harmony.

for music

Section.

from certain musical

between

the two have

rather

I n some c i r c l e s o f
(1.618)

wave frequencies,
inconclusive

preference to the Golden Section.

from a

proportion seems

lationships between

them.

buildings of Palladio and

It

of

my

supposed beauty of

for

musicians,

the Renaissance

work,

both as an

thought there exists a

(see figure I)
though they

i s clear, however,

not

in the

strong

and the aforementioned rectangles

results,

in the

Le Corbusier

systems of

certain

family of

been one whose sides are

that

Experiments to
seem
no

can both

decide

to have given

individual

rec

outstandingly ugly.

shapes themselves,

Otherwise i t would be difficult t o

they embody quite d i f f e r e n t

The

to lie,

those of

legitimize

"More than these t h i r t y years

tangles are in themselves either outstandingly beautiful, or
The secret of

to

is always present within me."" ^

identification between the Golden Ratio
derived

pains

imperative

flown through the veins

the most popular rectangle has

the Golden

comes

takes

but

in the

re

e x p l a i n how the

be well-proportioned

when

shapes-.

individual

shapes

is not

only a

contradictory

theme on which to base a

theory of

of

in practice can

these

specific shapes

to an end,

and

i t should be of

regarded as beautiful
sider those

or

proportional

proportion,

The use

only be explained as an exclusive means

no consequence

not.

but also quite unnecessary.

whether the

shapes themselves are

But before t h i s can become clear,

relationships which are,

beyond a

we must

shadow of

first con

doubt,

signi

ficant to the eye.

If

we

include sizes, as well

which the eye can recognize.
recognizing relationships of
whatever

the distance

tortions caused
similar
in

shapes

finding our

size as

well

conditions.

by

size as

first

objects of

the objects

is acquired very
way about.

as shape,
We

In the

shapes,

The

but the

early

the

in

in

same

life,

recognition of

shape.

large extent

and

Finally,

remarkable power of

I t can excercise this power
i t can overcome the dis

i s one on
is that of

The power of
which we

recognizing

largely

this relationship

requires
the

there

same

favorable

same shape,

we might be tempted t o t h i n k t h a t they
however,

depend

objects having the

sun and the moon are of

looking at buildings,

lationship quite easily.

important relationships

place i t possesses a

second relationship

our eyes alone,

three

at different angles.

see a t a glance that the

well;

there are

and to a

viewing the objects

from the evidence of
same

of

as

but

are the

the eye can recognize this re

is the relationship

of

objects having the

same size but
difficult

Of
the

under casual

least

important
shape,

is fairly

repeat, and

beyond the scope of
that of

The

is least

is even more

easily recognized.

so on.

easily recognized and therefore

second relationship, that of

size tends to

The

repetition

objects having the
in design of

lead one to various types of

The use of

symetry

this orientation.

similarity of

this relationship

conditions.

to us.

the same shape and

radial,

The recognition o f

these three associations the third

size and
of

different shapes.

We

are

i s r a t h e r we I I
left,

shape alone, as a possible

symetry;

understood,

then, with the

first

key to the theory of

same

elements
bilateral,
and perhaps,
relationship,

proportion

in

architecture.

The

importance of

been denied.
tion of

similarity of

Its simplest and most

shape as a
familiar

some shape taken from the structural

the round

arches and

arches and vaults of

vaults of

source of

use

into which

it

is subdivided.

in architecture

system.

period.

Obvious

lies in

examples of

We can t h u s g i v e u n i t y

repetition of one dominant shape and a number of
the

in design

Roman and Romanesque a r c h i t e c t u r e ,

the Gothic

possibility of repeating

unity

shape of

the plan or

In this case,

its parts.

has

seldom

the repeti
this are

and the pointed

to a building by

Some have stressed

elevation as

a whole

not only are certain of

in the

the parts

the
the

parts
related,

but a s t i i l l

greater sense of

to the whole.
in shape

Of

course

(although

sired and,

it

besides,

effect

order

t o make a l l

even

if

the parts

are of

the greatest possible
shapes,

your

sensibilities allow.
accept.

It

a

the

is also not a

architectural

design add

is no

proportion as

the

sophistication

i n practice can become a quite
shapes

longer an autocratic affair.

together to form

purely

i t can be appreciated.

to account for the

its application

shapes

This sort of

similar shapes.

rather elementary
yet

introduced by

order when comparatively

Once we d e c i d e t o trse a r e s t r i c t e d number o f

the choice of

smaI lest parts of

is de

the predictable visual

Order can be

degree of

readily

the repetition of

in architecture,

complicated matter.
composition,

a building similar

which has t o be consciously understood before

visible order by

proportion

particular parts

visible order are not exhausted

disorder.

and the highest

repeated as often as

This p r i n c i p l e may appear
of

parts of

different shapes,

We can t h e r e f o r e r e a s o n a b l y d e f i n e t h e o b j e c t i v e o f
creation of

the

such complete uniformity

introducing

is one which the eye can clearly and

mathematical

relating all

one shape alone.

similar

shapes are used,

order

has been attempted)

chaos,

the repetition of
few

is not possible

building where a l l

is one of

is achieved by

the possibilities of

by the repetition of

In a

it

order

larger parts,

these

for the
The

larger parts

form sti I I
gether

to

larger ones,
form the

and eventual ly

whole.

If

p a r t s q u i t e a r b i t r a r y l y , we
parts will

belong t o

we

select

the same

but relatively

simple group of
placed

side by

arranged

shapes,
side,

easy
the

they

shapes

square and

form a

with a square between

in a

Golden Section rectangle,

or

is equal

additive geometries

be

square.

square.

If

start

of

larger

new

two

double squares are

The double squares

can also be
(see figure 2)

like the square and double square explain

way,

the group of

the

with a very

in Renaissance architecture.

similar

smaller

producing any

them t o form yet another double square,

to the diagonal
will

shapes of

to

is slightly difficult to

Suppose that we

the double

simple shapes

other groups which behave

for the

varied ways without

which we acquire

larger

why they could be used so effectively

side

shapes

which add

We must t h e r e f o r e s e l e c t a group o f

in the most

to illustrate.

These additive properties of

longer

limited group of

limited group.

This additive property of

explain,

a

have no reason t o expect that the

shapes which can be added together
ones.

we come t o the largest parts

like the group

shapes

of

shapes

related to the

the square on the shorter

further acknowledged

in the next

There are also
related to

rectangle,
side.

the

whose

These

subdivision entitled

"Mathematics and Proportion".

The choice of

any particular shapes

in architecturaI

proportion need not,

there-

fore,

be explained by the suggested beauty of

be due t o the fact that
t o build up

a pattern

certain groups of

others are mathematical.
reducing the problem

have defined

I t may

shapes can be used more readi ly

shapes are more

form are apparent

suitable

simply

than others

to the eye.

for this purpose

than

They can best be understood geometrically and analytically,
from two or

three dimensions

have to examine these relationships between
we

shapes themselves.

in which order and economy of

The reasons why c e r t a i n groups of

by

the

i t , and mathematical

visual

into one.

proportion,

To do t h i s we
in the

sense

shall

in which

proportion.

THE MATHEMATICS OF PROPORTION:
I t w i l l

be

convenient a t t h i s t i m e t o r e s t r i c t t h e discussion

proportion to the realm of
tic,

as problems of

straight

lines and

this kind are those

rectangles.

with which

This

the architect

on mathematical

is not

too unrealis

is most often

concerned.

The common denominator o f
tion

most

is the attempt to create order

figures,

and this

mathematical
portion of

is accompanied

proportion between

my paper

I

shall

by

systems used

in obtaining architecturaI

apparent to the eye by the repetition of
the generation of

linear

dimensions of

attempt to illustrate

patterns and

simi lar

relationships of

the composition.

some of

propor

In this

those various relationships

which exist

between modules,

grids, ratios of

The basic module g r i d i s
basic square
by

taking all

number

line.

order, of

In the

multiples of

which the

the rectangles must
= N^ : N ^ .

of

"a"

"a".
is

The systems of
simple whole

gestion of

dimensions

representation,

allowed

in

the

increasing

rectangular components

whole numbers of
is

D(a)

is the

below the grid arranged along

lengths allows.

there

rectangles.

shaded element

t h e shapes o f

simple ratios of

the Renaissance

"commensurable" ratios of

an underlying grid,

elevation

a

modular

than this,

The

set of

depicted

of

3.

proportions of

The

proportions

the general

no restriction on

form

the proportions

possible.

ratios were

building being derived
the plan of

be

proportion of

number o r

their (Renaissance)

always

The

the figure is

series of

But other

rectangular shapes

implied by

lengths are

lower half

o r rooms)

(N2a):(N^a)
of

integral

side

in figure

their two perpendicuI ar dimensions,

(or areas,
of

unit whose

i I I ustrated

lengths, and

derived

this process would

mentioned e a r l i e r , t h e r e was

figure 3.

was rather

but instead,

in suitable ratios
or both

relied essentially

the

into its subsidary
therefore vary
affirmed to be

The process by which

different;

larger overalI

in order

dimensions of

the

breakdown o f

The effective basic module

from building to
some

there being no sug

to facilitate the

parts.

upon the

building.

resemblance between

As was

the simple

numerical
(see

ratios used

figure

analogy,

I);

especially

into smaller

the musical
would,

with the

be pleasing t o

Later,
mensions

analogy

in his

villa

rooms - typically,
2:3,3:4,3:5 so that the
cept

in architecture and

suggestion that what

in the

work of

parts according

suggested,
plans,

Palladio,

first

determine a

rectangles

in figure

figure 3

larger members

another rectangle from t h a t

in which,

I:I

(square),

by

4.

i s

The

f a i r l y obvious
illustration of

just as

from the

the

series;

column of

larger di-

Instead, Palladio
for

individual

I:2 (double

fortuitous.
i n the plan

lengths

This con
o f

the series of

properties which

from the D(a)

i t follows that any

in the proportional

(figure

V i l l a
possible

series can be

two

(or more)

the diagram can be put together

row o r column

square),

in an essentially additive procedure,

shows precisely those additive
for

from any row or any

The way

would,

whole numbers which

proportions

dimensions would be somewhat

Palladio's method depends on:
added t o make

harmony

dividing

way around.

series of

in such ratios as

o f simple whole number proportions

in

this method of

to the "harmonic" ratios of

and then assemble these rooms

shapes

was pleasing t o the ear

was turned the other

for example,

Ma Icontenta represented

underlying musical

the eye.

resulting overall

rectangular

the ratios

to form

5 ) .

systems of

the Renaissance,

smaller

parts

of

the design were determined

larger parts,

was three

times the height of

In measuring

of

the base of

times that of
the base."^

for the

whole in Renaissance a r t ,

geometric
I /33(=

face

into three

in

idea t o

the height of
the d i e was
simple

the

three

ratio 1:3:9.

figure, which had tremendous sig

relationships of

into three

series mathematically

the parts

of

a

design to the

were also sought.
face

(figure 6).

brachia or armlengths,

the brachia

sma I l e r

illustrated as

the human

Leonardo finds

units sti I I :

1/3°(=

I),

part of

I/3 ^ (=

1/3),

a descending
I / 3^ ( =

1/9),

1/27)

In the series of
employed
again,

the

the human

in the proportions of

body

"Thus

from the

the whole or of

similar

and the breath of

geometric progressions

He also subdivided the whole
faces, and

the die,

of

ideal

doubling and t r i p l i n g series

into three

subdivision of

the Doric column:

This concept stems

the proportion

nificance as a model

a

successive

inclined to give rise to geometric progressions

Alberti's description
whole base

in size by

in actual

ratios proposed

in theoretical

reviews,

building practice, different geometric

sometimes fragments of

only one series,

series or more complex combinations used a l I

and

in those

series occur

sometimes a doubling and

together.

found

again and
a tripling

There
of

is no doubt

halving or

division by

which would be most

be constantly and

of

a

three

(3)

for one,

used;

room which

visually.

"confusedly and

i n every way

is

in this sense

is twice as

that the

sive terms

i s always the same,

are always

similar.

analysis of

Here

paintings,

is placed over

or

the design

the

indistinctly, but

long as broad,

series

but of

of

to demonstrate the repetition of

same proportion are
come together a t a

found

right angle).

in two orthogonal

right angle

as being "commanded"

the design.

(figure 7);

from these points;

les

in the

make use,

not

which form the duple"...-5

since the ratio of

in the composition

purpose

structure of

(architects)

where a set of

refers to as

in the underlying

ratios

two succes

dimensions

those familiar proportional

i s what Le Corbusier
is generally

the "trace

that the

instance,

rectangles with these

buildings,

joining key points

in the design

in such a manner as t o

for

those only

significance of

facades of

as,

they

is geometric;

so the shapes

lies the

simple process

He makes an appeal

agreeable to 'harmony';

those numbers which compose the t r i p l e ,

It

recognized that a

would give rise to relationships

readily appreciated

chosen should not be

elevation of

that Albert!,

reguIateur"

diagonal

lines

(figure 7).

This

(regulating

similar

lines).

rectangular

figures

When two adjacent rectangles o f
orientations,

The

the

then their two diagonals

and Le Corbusier describes the composition
lieux de

I 'angle droit

(the place of

the

Strangely enough,

the number 12 "occur s occasionally

despite their obsession
number ratios.

The I f ? rectangle

concept based entirely
influence of

long side equal

< T i s an
ratio of
I :^ 2

two

proportion,

irrational
integers.

side (figure

' l:ff.

This produces

series of
It

the square on

number,

solution

10), and

that

is,

a rectangle of

the

seems that

some

a

lingering

inconsistency, and that
be produced,

t h e short s i d e , may

the

by making

account for

the
the

be represented exactly by any

the rectangle whose
We t a k e a

sides are

I :Jlf rectangle and

in the

double i t s

new rectangle whose p r o p o r t i o n

same proportion but

twice

ratio

is \[2:2

the area.

It

l:x = x:2.

we can double and double again

similar shaped rectangles whose

for paper

for the

i t cannot

so produce a

to the equation

way,

emphasis on whole

(figure 9).

The proportion of

is this proportional

standards

of

quite interesting.

shortest

I n t h e same

It

c o n s t r u c t i o n by which t h e r e c t a n g l e may

is nevertheless

is also the

and the general

is a contradiction to the Renaissance theory,

have been responsible

to the diagonal

in the

analogy

upon commensurable proportions.

Vitruvius may

simple geometrical

interest

with the musical

in Renaissance proportion,

areas

characteristic which

sizes, known as A sizes,

indefinitely and

derive a

form a geometric series

is used

for the

in which all

the

whole

1,2,4,8,16...

internationally adopted
sheets are of

(r

I:

proportion.
sheet A-0,

The series
of

one square meter

to give smaller
of

a postage

The practical

by

significance of

there

proportion

rectangle of

result (l:x

There
repeatedly

and half

half

two

that scale,

I

like the A

sizes

similarly

is one number,

for

however,

19th and 20th century

waste,

purpose,

enlargement or

which f i t s onto an
larger or

is

without

Another practical

the number
A

the sheet

1:^3*,

but

A

size sheet

two sizes

in giving rise

the smaller
three times

systems based on

special

literature of

2

very similar kind

t h a t when

with rather

large sheets

sizes

respectively.

sizes.

3 would mean

paper

in any kind of

for example,

the sheet

the same proportion

= x:3), and

in

is approximately the size

again.

is, that

is nothing unique about

nested rectangles

a basic unit of
larger

in half

from standard

significance,

f i t onto either

smaller at exactly double or

a

sizes

photographs, maps, or plans,

Incidentally,

largest

is halved and halved again

this systematic dimensioning of

can produce the smaller

at one scale will

from the

(figure II).

besides the possible aesthetic

patterns of

The A-0 sheet

A-3....down to A-IO which

simply cutting or folding them

reduction of

is constructed downwards,

in area.

sizes A-I , A-2,

stamp,

that printers

in this case

I:

system with

side was
the area,

4 (=1:2),

properties,

architecturaI

of

I:

to

tripled,
would

5, and

so on.

which occurs

proportion,

around

which a great mystique has risen,
like the
Section",
the

I : |*2f s e r i e s .

This

and generator of

is the
the

solution to the equation

The Golden Rectangle,
property:

sides,

i.e.,

the

x

"Golden Number",

"Golden Rectangle".
O

-x-l=0, and

the

length of

I:®=®:(l+®)

famed

with sides

that this ratio of

to the ratio of

and, which also produces

whose

length of

the greater

so that

its

l+® = ®

lengths

the smaI I er side t o
s i d e t o t h e sum o f

?

whence

®

?

-® =

two smaller resulting rectangles

line perpendicuIar

that the proportion of

the second

both top

the expression (®-l):l

is

itself

a

rectangle

-®=l.

So

is

is a

(®-l):l

®,
=

we g e t
I:®,

irrational
is

number,

I.618.

ratio

I:® has t h i s

the greater

the

lengths of

is equal
the

figure

12.

to

longer side,

its

square,

®-I: I. (figure
by

the "Golden

then

13).

(®^-®):®;

i.e.,

I f we

two

divide

i t follows

By multiplying
and from the

this smaller

rectangle

I:® rectangle.

The Golden Rectangle may
Golden Rectangle.

This

have previously referred
square to

7

I.

nesting rectangles

the basis of

are in the

such that one of the

that ®

®,

approximate value

into two parts by a

e q u a t i o n above we know

set of

I t is another

the Golden Rectangle

and bottom of

a

its

longer

thus be divided

is a characteristic of
to.

Starting with a

edge to give a

larger

into a

square and another, smaller,

the nesting

property

t o which we

" u n i t " Golden Rectangle,

Golden Rectangle.

we add a

This process can be

repeated

indefinitely,

and a pattern of

the kind

illustrated

These resulting "Whirling Squares" have mesmerized
is worth noticing,
of

rectangle we

add t o i t a
stacking,

of

proportion

of

x substituted

care t o choose.

we require t h a t
I:x again

Golden Rectangle

where x=2.

proportion x:y.
larger

that x:(y+l)

is the only

special

by adding squares.
This gives

The symbol

Suppose we take a

the new

i.e.,

y=3,

=

we can

rectangles.

in proportional

is approximately 2.4I4.

of

is equal

where y

for centuries.

any proportion

proportion

(figure
for

y,

and therefore where

take a

I:2 rectangle,

stacking pattern by

l:x.

We

for nesting

from the two

- y - I =0 .

It

is

itseif

15).

Any

value

yet the
the pattern
i.e.,
the suc

(figure 16).

systems,

"double squares",

14 r e s u l t s .

the condition

formed

l:x or x^

0 has been given to an irrational

the addition of

(giving I:©),

rectangle

case where x=y,

The resulting value
numbers,

To satisfy

we can then create a

2:3 proportion

cropped up on occasion

rectangle of

give some r e s u l t i n g value

For example,

and

followers

can achieve a similar effect with

in this equation will

cessive addition of

produced by

t h a t we

second rectangle of

or

i s made up

however,

in figure

number related t o © which has

and which corresponds

i.e.,
This

progressiveIy to x

where y=2x

in our equation.

is the beginning of

(giving the

3 x . . . . c o rresponding t o t h e s t a c k i n g o f

to a pattern

another

I:® proportion),

squares,

double

series
2x

squares,

triple

squares,

and so on.

To go back

to figure

15,

repeated dimensions underlying the nesting of
of

sides of

sides of
ever,
If

the rectangles

the "unit"

rectangle,

we arrange the dimensions

and

(I + 1.618)

t h i r d terms added

follows

from the way

t e r m i s t h e sum of
Fibonacci,

Fibonacci

unrealistic, problem
rabbits

will

(of

give the

two.

which these

we

do with

I,

sex)

and on

The

young two months after

how

2.618,
two

the second
and on.

series named

practical, even

This

after

mathematiof

the series

though somewhat

Suppose you placed a pair
pairs of

rabbits

rather presumptuous assumptions

were that every month a pair of

to bear

the

Each successive

in an enclosure together - how many

course of one year.

1.618,

add the f i r s t

outstanding European

rabhits.

lengths

There are,

In the same way,

is a Fibonacci

the breeding of

are the

lengths constitute.

size we have:
If

a grid of

"a" or "a®",

figure 3.

in their pattern.

i n relation to an apparently
to

either

fourth, 4.236;

nest

This

of

Nor

Leonardo f i r s t i I lustrated the development

in the

which Fibonacci made
that rabbits begin

2.618)

in

places only).

as "Leonardo of Pisa," an

the opposite

be born there

series

we g e t the t h i r d - 2.618.

the preceeding

numbers

saw

increasing

the Golden Rectangles

often known

Golden Rectangles.

which we

in the

in order of

(1.618 +

tion of the middle ages.

of

i n the way

I I .0 9 0 . . . . ( t o t h r e e d e c i m a l

terms together

is no suggestion of

from integrel multiples

interesting additive properties

4.236, 6.854,

of

formed

there

rabbits produces

another pair;

t h e i r own b i r t h , and that no

rabbits die

during the

At the
they

start of

produce young,

year.

the experiment
so t h a t now

pair have

not begun to breed,

the total

to three pairs.

breeding age.
five pairs.

these

bringing the total
next month,
total

there are

only.

In the f i r s t month

two pairs.

In the

second month the younger

but the original

pair are

five pairs,

giving thirteen pairs,

has reached 377 pairs.

If

still

pair

produce another pair

the pair born

producing

too,

Of

these eight

and so

first

to bring

f i r s t month
now

reaches

five have offspring

down

in order

two positive

reach

fourth month

By the end of

we put these numbers

series based on the

in the

pairs,

i t goes on.

in the

so the total

three produce offspring

to eight pairs.

we have the Fibonacci

is one pair

In the third month,

The original
Of

there

the year

in the
the

1,2,3,5,8,13,....

integers

for

its

first

two terms.

To return t o the Fibonacci
we expressed
know

as numerical

from an earlier demonstration
?
® .

equal
term

these before

series generated

The

fourth term

is similarly

iently

in a

®^

geometric

and

(1+2®)
so on.

series as

from the pair

approximations

that the
can be

in decimal

third term

rewritten

of

in the

® + ®

?

,

numbers
form.

series,
which

is

I

and

®:

We a l s o
(1+0)
®

3

.

must
The f i f t h

The whole series can be represented more convensuccessive powers of

®:

I,

®,

2
3
® , ® ,

4
5
® , ®

Le Corbusier's proportional
series of

partial

and any of
other.

the dimensions

series.

to the height of
the metric
shows

(in

upwards.
1130mm;

and

With
construct

trademark)

1830mm.

the human

700;

give a Red one,

with any

and they are both

detective",4 which he
is

converts

introduced as

figure

17,

which

to the Blue

lowest term

series.

i n the Red

It

into

2260mm,
is

a man can reach w i t h h i s

the Red

increasing
similar

series,

process

1130,

700,

we get 2960,

4790,

7750,

as

i s that each of

was

say,

and decreasing.

1830,

series,

together

which

the

arm stretched

is halved,

series.

to give

In figure

18

to interlock.

and by a

descending order as

interrelated

unique repeated grid unit

and the Blue,

figure,

as being the heighth

two

from the key dimensions corresponding

foot English

basic size belongs

a

series may be used

A second dimension

sketch of

series both

Blue series to the Red

the

is derived

two consecutive members of

1830 by adding terms,

to

six

how the s e r i e s begin

the whole

suggestion of

two series the Red

1130 constitutes the next

lowest number,
in

of

his famous

This second

we can see

given

a "handsome,

the Modulor, consists of

is no

in either of

The Red series

equivalent

"Modulor1s"

next

There

Le Corbusier caI Is the

Fibonacci

he

dimensions.

system,

430,

indicated

the Blue

and

of

I 130 and
(1830 -

subtraction,

270....
so on.

1830, we can
I 130)

the

gives

series

the

is

Working upwards from
The

relationship of

the

in halving the basic Blue dimension

sizes

is

twice some corresponding Red

dimension.

Besides 2260mm,

in descending order;

the Blue

sions
a

Corbusier has,
Section)

In

fact,

series, as well

figure

19,

"Modulor" produces,

yet.

320....

We h a v e g i v e n t h e d i m e n 
centimeters.

as measured t o a greater accuracy,
the two

Fibonacci

series

different shaped

is a

But by
Le
0 (Golden

rectangles which the

into three separate groups by

for the Red

only

series

shading.

from the Blue series
(shaded oppositely).

There are

(shaded
Those

in one

shapes pro

dimensions, one Red and one Blue, t o form the sides of

are shown cross-hatched.

Viewed as a proportional
as we see,

system,

the "Modulor"

with the Blue only,

The additive properties of

gives repeated Golden Rectangle

and Red only combinations,

squares where the two series overlap - - besides many
complex nature.

540,

as their overlap.

lengths are drawn

duced by taking pairs of

proportions,

sizes,

ensured that each of

distinquished

and the same

each rectangle,

the key

we show the s e r i e s o f

rectangles whose side
direction),

860,

series.

rounded t o the nearest whole number of

choice of
in

doubling appropriate Red

is even more cleverly constructed

in the two series

very careful I

1400,

and can be constructed upwards beyond 2260 by addition of

successive terms as before, or by

The "Modulor"

series thus contains

and double

other proportions of

the "Modulor" would be useful

a more
in modular

coordination are also
since their

shown

side-lengths

in Fibonacci

series,

i t

in

in the

figure.

For each separate group

increasing order

follows that any

i t

is a consequence of

large dimension
I:® r a t i o , and
of

small

in one

taking the Fibonacci

then each of

these two
Finally,

from measurements of

geometry,

not only establishes

image and

likeness of

man

subdivisions

body and

unique harmony

in the space

in

on

®,

way

that any

f i l l e d w i t h some whole number
its original

i t s relation to the Golden Section

in composition,

which

column or

into the Golden Section,

the "Modulor" - because of

the human

in a

Looked at the other

series based

first

rectangles,

column or row are

rectangles

in that row.

series may be broken down,

modular dimensions.

derivation

size along any

two adjacent

row can be stacked together t o form the next
around,

of

of

i t creates.

but reflects the
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ILLUSTRATIONS

figure 1

Musical
Interval
Unison
Octave
Major
sixth

Example

Ratio of
Frequences

c:c
c':c

256:256 = 1:1
512:256 = 2:1

c' : e

512:320 = 8:5

Rectangle

Ratio of
Side
Segments

Square
Double square
Golden
rectangle

1:1
2:1
8:5

"But it is in accord with observation and experiment that the musical
interval which gives the greatest satisfaction to the greatest number is
the major sixth, frequency ratio 8:5. This corresponds to the pleasure
experienced in seeing the golden rectangle, the adjacent sides of which
are in the ratio Q f : 1 , which is approximately equal to 8:5. " Helmholtz "The Divine Proportion" Lionel Budden, 1953.
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PROPORTION IN COMPOSITION

In order to more fully comprehend and appreciate the aesthetic qualities of a specific propor
tional system, I designed a series of compositions based upon the Fibonacci Series 1, 2, 3, 5, 8
13, 21

, which is the root of

M Le

Modulor", and procreator of the "Golden Ratio".
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THEME:

I978
foundation

MACHIYA AS MUKO SANGEN RYODONARI

The Townhouse Neighborhood:
A House on
Each Side and Three Across the Street

Advice from the Judge
The problems (and

pleasures)

populated world have t o do both
dimension.

Each house has to be,

I believe,
(but not

for

to the world outside a
inside i t has a heart
tunities for

the human extensions
I inger as

the inside only

face (facade), which
(hearth),

connection

Its

which is

superego.

its

increments of

the center of

t h e i r own bodies.

what

emotional

is

This house

i t must act as
is wanted there.

focus.

the

inhabitants and

a

filter to
I t presents

Identifies i t and partly describes

its

with the earth and

into id and

increasingly densely

inhabitants,

I n common with the human body;

the outside world, selecting for

in an

too closely) about

Intimate boundary past the boundary of

boundary has many roles

through and

the private dwelling

with cosmic concepts and with small

universe; each house f i t s closely
t h e i r most

of

it;

I t should have oppor

sky, which can be seen as parallels w i t h
People and paper and

food and drink sustain the body.

food

and trash pass

In modern cities and even suburbs - and
functions of the house must, as land
onto smaller and smaller areas.

in this competition - all

these

becomes scarce and expensive, be squeezed

There are a few places

in the world (Tokyo, New

York, Hong Kong) so crowded that many people have to sit on each others' shoulders.
But in

most places, though the roI I ing

lawns of yesterday's suburbs are out of

sight, the necessary densities could generally be obtained
fit with its car ( 2 in the United States) and
wide and

if every family could

its garden on a building site 4.5m

I 8m deep.

As it turns out, a site with these dimensions is a typical
town house (machiya).

lot for a Japanese

The centuries-old Japanese response to a continuing re

quirement has produced a concept of adjacencies, muko sangen ryodonari, which was
the basis for Junzo Yoshimura's Japan Architect residential competition ten years
ago.

Muko,

donarl

I

am told, means opposite side, san

is three, gen are houses, ryo both,

neighbors; that is, the houses on both sides and the three across the street,

which automatically make a group.

The site specified for this competition, therefore, is
street bisecting

it (north Is up).

members), ages and

13.5m x 43m, with a

Six families of varying sizes (average four

persuasions, are to live on this site.

Each family has

its

separate identities, schedules, and habits.
fixed, but the external
conveniently stored on
none

internal property

ones and the street r i g h t of
the site;

some of t h e

is anxious to require people arriving at

an automobile.

The

way are.

lines are not

Twelve cars must be

inhabitants love their cars, but
the front door to crawl

over or around

Some, b u t not a l l , of the f a m i l y members are a v i d gardeners; but

there should be a connection with the earth, a private outdoor space where a tree
could grow

in the ground,

connected with the main

for every family.

indoor

living space.

This outdoor space must be
Some,

enjoy sunbathing; but there should be a place i n the
family.

Some, but not a l l , seek frequent solitude;

other than the bathroom,

but not a l l , of the
sun,

inhabitants

indoors and out, for every

but there should be a place,

where every person can be alone.

Members of

should be able to visualize, remember, and describe their houses.
well

intimately

every family

For moral as

as financial reasons, a l l are eagar t o economize on the use of energy.

there are advantages I n communal
water, or even baths,

heat storage t a n k s , communal

such systems are welcome.

long,

west and short, sharp
north.

Let us assume,

col lectors for hot

L e t us assume strong prejudice i n

favor of natural ventilation, against air conditioning,
Tokyo or Atlanta:

If

in a climate

like that of

h o t , moist summers w i t h some cooling breezes from the n o r t h 

winters with a few snowfalls and c h i l l i n g winds
too, a

latitude of

out of the

34 degrees N, a f l a t s i t e , and neighbors

in transition.

Perhaps the most important thing about each house

be able to receive the energy and care of Its
to energize them.

inhabitants and

is that it must

repay that energy,

